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A&P 

Chapter 5: Tissues 

Tissues = a bunch of the same cells.  There are 4 types: 

 Epithelial 

 Connective 

 Muscle 

 Nervous 

Embryonic tissues are the first tissues that humans have during development, when the cells start to 

organize themselves into layers.  We have 3 layers: 

Endoderm = inner most tissues.  Think of internal organs, guts, digestive system. 

Mesoderm = middle. Think of things between the skin and organs, like muscles, bone, blood vessels. 

Mesoderm turns into this jelly-like stuff called mesenchyme, which gives rise to muscle, bone blood, etc. 

Ectoderm = outside layer.  Think skin and nerves. 

Tissue Sections 

Epithelium = tissues with no blood vessels. Blood vessels are underneath this layer, located in a layer of 

loose connective tissue. Those blood vessels provide nourishment & waste removal. Epithelial tissue is 

found on the body surface and the lining of hollow organs, such as the stomach, nose, mouth, etc. The 

epithelial cells are simple, composed of just one layer.  They are all anchored to the same basement 

membrane. 

Basement membrane = a layer between the epithelium and the underlying connective tissue. It anchors 

the epithelium to the connective tissue below. 

Basal surface = the surface of the epithelial cells that faces the basement membrane. 

Apical surface = the surface of epithelial cells that faces away from the basement membrane. 

Epithelial Tissue Cells 

Simple squamous = simple cells, one layer, that are flat and irregular. They’re like pepperonis on a pizza.  

Cuboidal = cube shaped cells; 3 dimensional.  They have a large nucleus.  

Columnar = tall & skinny cells, like columns. 

Stratified = more than 1 layer. 

There are 6 main types: 

Simple squamous  Stratified squamous 

Simple cuboidal  Stratified cuboidal 

Simple columnar  Stratified columnar 
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There is another type called transitional, but we don’t typically use it anymore.  It was thought that they 

represented a transitional stage between stratified squamous and stratified columnar epithelium.  

Functions of cells = protection, filtration, absorption. 

Single layers are good for absorption – think small intestine, lungs, and blood vessels. 

Multi-layers are good for protection, like the skin.  

Body parts that filter are composed of one layer, like the kidneys.  Kidneys are composed of simple 

cuboidal cells and small intestines are composed of simple columnar cells. 

Simple Cells 

Simple squamous facts: 

 Single layer of flat cells 

 Substances pass through them easily 

 They line air sacs 

 They line blood vessels 

 They line lymphatic vessels 

Simple cuboidal facts: 

 Single layer of cube-shaped cells 

 They line kidney tubules 

 They cover the ovaries 

 They line the ducts of glands 

Simple columnar facts: 

 Single layer of elongated cells 

 They sometimes have cilia 

 They sometimes have microvilli 

 They often have goblet cells 

 They line the uterus, stomach, & intestines 

Pseudostratified columnar facts: 

 Single layer of elongated cells 

 They appear to be striated 

 They often have cilia 

 They often have goblet cells 

 They line the respiratory passageways 
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WHAT IS PSEUDOSTRATIFIED???  Pseudo = fake.  These cells look multilayered, like stratified cells, but 

they’re really not. They do not always reach the free surface, but they all touch the basement 

membrane. They: 

 Secrete & propel mucus 

 Have cilia & goblet cells 

 Line the respiratory tract & male urethra 

When you look at them, they’re kind of messy looking, just all over the place.  

Stratified Cells 

Stratified squamous facts: 

 Many layers of flat cells 

 Can accumulate keratin 

 Outer layer of skin 

 Line the mouth, throat, vagina, & anal canal 

The bottom layer looks like stratified cuboidal, but as they move away from the basement membrane 

they get flat.  The apical surface is flat. This epithelial is named for the shape of the cell at the surface. 

Stratified cuboidal facts: 

 2-3 layers of cube-shaped cells 

 They line the ducts of the mammary glands, sweat glands, & the pancreas. 

Stratified columnar facts: 

 Rare! 

 The top layer is elongated; the bottom layer is cubed 

 They line the vas deferens, male urethra, & pharynx 

 This type is seen only where two other types meet 

Transitional facts: 

 Many layers (stratified) 

 Cubed and/or elongated 

 The cell shape changes from cuboidal to columnar 

 They line the bladder, ureters, & part of the urethra 

How it works: the bladder gets full, the cells get flat & long.  The bladder empties and the cells get cubed 

again. 

Connective Tissue 

Connective tissue = the most abundant type, found all over the body, it connects between tissues and 

between organs. Functions include: 

Binding structures: tendons bind muscles to bone; ligaments bind bone to bone, fat holds kidneys & 

eyes in place, & fibrous tissue binds skin to underlying muscle. 
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Support & protection: bones support the body, cartilage supports the ears, nose, trachea, & bronchi, & 

bones protect delicate organs. 

Frameworks for organs: fibrous tissues form the structural framework for organs such as the liver & 

spleen. 

Fill spaces 

Storage: fat is the body’s energy reserve, bone holds calcium & phosphorous to be released when 

needed. 

Produce blood cells 

Protect against infection: connective tissue cells attack foreign invaders. 

Repair tissue damage 

Transport: blood transports gases, nutrients, wastes, hormones, blood cells, etc. 

Heat production: metabolism of brown fat generates heat in babies and kids. 

Movement: bones help the body move, cartilage help movement & vocal cords, cartilage on bone 

surface ease joint movements. 

Properties include: 

 They have a matrix 

 Varying vascularity 

 Cells usually divide 

Fibrous Connective Tissue 

Fibrous connective tissue = very diverse.  Components include cells, protein fibers, & ground 

substances. 

Cells 

Fibroblasts = cells that make fibers and ground substances 

Macrophages = cells that eat foreign material & activate the immune system 

Monocytes = white blood cells (WBCs) that produce macrophages 

Leukocytes = WBCs that fight. 2 common types are: 

Neutrophils = WBCs that attack bacteria 

Lymphocytes = WBCs that fight bacteria, toxins, & foreign stuff 

Plasma = lymphocyte cells that produce disease-fighting antibodies 

Mast cells = cells that hang out near blood vessels & secrete heparin to inhibit clotting & histamine to 

dilate blood vessels. 
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Adipocytes = store fat 

Protein Fibers 

Collagenous = fibers made of collagen that are tough, flexible, & resistant to stretching. Sometimes 

called white fibers because they are glistening white. Tendons, ligaments, & deep layers of skin. These 

are the most abundant of proteins (25%). 

Reticular = fibers that are thin and coated with glycoprotein. They form a spongey framework for 

organs, such as the spleen & lymph nodes. 

Elastic = fibers that are thinner than collagenous fibers and are made from a protein called elastin. 

These fibers branch and rejoin, and because of the elastin they can stretch and recoil like a rubber band. 

These are sometimes called yellow fibers.  These fibers are found in the skin, lung, & arteries – things 

that need to stretch. 

Ground Substance 

What the heck is ground substance??  It’s the gel stuff in the “empty” spaces between cells, fibers, 

tissues, etc. This stuff is important because it absorbs compression forces to protect delicate cells from 

injury.  It’s made from 3 types of large molecules: 

Glycosaminoglycan (GAG) = a long polysaccharide made of amino sugars and uronic acid. GAGs attract 

sodium and potassium, which causes them to absorb water.  These guys are important in water and 

electrolyte balance within tissues. 

Proteoglycan = form thick colloids, like gravy, gelatin, or pudding. This stuff is cool because it slows 

down the spread of pathogens within the body.  They also create a strong bond between cells and 

extracellular macromolecules, holding tissues together. 

Adhesive glycoproteins = protein-carb components that bind plasma membranes to collagen and 

proteoglycans outside the cell. They bind tissues together and form little pathways for embryonic cells 

to take.  

Types of Fibrous Connective Tissue 

FCT is divided into 2 broad categories: loose & dense. 

Loose connective tissue = not organized; lots of gel (ground substance) between cells. Two main types 

are: 

Areolar: most common; lots of blood vessels within; lots of empty space. 

Reticular: more fibers; lots of blood cells; forms the structural framework for organs. 

Dense connective tissue = organized, contains more fibers, & fills spaces between cells. The two main 

types are: 

Dense regular: organized, wavy sheets. Very strong because they have lots of fibers. An example 

is the Achilles tendon. There are few blood vessels, so if this type of tissue is damaged it takes a 

long time to heal. 
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Dense irregular: less organized, densely packed, randomly arranged. Found in deeper layers of 

skin & around organs. 

Adipose Tissue 

Adipose tissue = fat! Fat stores energy, acts as insulation, cushions & protects organs, & maintains 

stable body temperature. 

There is white fat and brown fat.  Brown fat is found in babies and children and is used for heat. 

Cartilage 

Cartilage = stiff connective tissue with no blood vessels. This is found between loose connective tissue 

and bone. The tip of your nose and the Adam’s apple are types of cartilage that you can feel. 

Chondrocytes = cartilage cells. They look like alien eyes.  

There are 3 types of cartilage: 

Hyaline = very little fibers; looks clean under a microscope because the fibers are too fine to see. 

Elastic = contains elastic fibers; think about your earlobes 

Fibrocartilage = contains lots of fibers; the strongest cartilage; this can be found in the spine, between 

the vertebrae. 

Blood Tissue 

Blood is a fluid connective tissue that transports cells and dissolved matter from place to place 

throughout the body.  The ground substance in blood is the plasma, and its cellular components are the 

formed elements. 

Formed elements = red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets. 

Erythrocytes = red blood cells (RBCs). Of course they would have a complicated name, lol. These are the 

most abundant of the formed elements, and their job is to transport oxygen and carbon dioxide 

throughout the body. 

Leukocytes = white blood cells (WBCs). These guys are our fighters. 

Platelets = small cell fragments that are scattered amid the blood cells. They help with clotting so we 

don’t bleed out. 

Bone Tissue 

Bone is a calcified connective tissue that makes up the skeleton. Bone is very rigid & compact. Bones are 

made of osseous tissue, cartilage, bone marrow, dense irregular connective tissue, and other types of 

tissues.  

Osseous tissue has 2 forms: spongy & compact. 

Spongy tissue = fills the heads of long bones (think femur & humerus) and fills the middle layer of flat 

bones (think sternum). It is still hard, but it looks delicate and spongy. 
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Compact tissue = dense, calcified tissue with no spaces visible to the naked eye. It forms the outside 

part of bones.  Spongy bone is always covered by compact bone. 

Makeup of Compact Bone 

If you look at compact bone under a microscope, you’ll see little cylinder-looking things that are 

surrounding a dark canal.  The canal is called the central canal, the haversian canal, and/or the osteonic 

canal. The canals run through the shafts of the bone.  Blood vessels and nerves travel through the 

central canals. 

Osteon = entire structure of a central canal and its surrounding lamellae. 

Concentric lamellae = the bone matrix; looks like tree rings; makes circles around the central canal. 

Lacunae = tiny little depressions in the bone. They are like little houses for mature bone cells, or 

osteocytes. 

Canaliculi = little canals that run from lacuna to lacuna so the osteocytes can contact each other. 

Periosteum = a tough fibrous covering over the entire bone. 

Nervous Tissue 

Nervous tissue = specialized tissue that is designed for communication through electrical and chemical 

signals.  Nervous tissue is made up of neurons and neuroglia. 

Neurons = nerve cells. They detect stimuli, respond very quickly, and transmit coded information super 

fast to other cells. 

Neuroglia = cells that protect and assist the neurons. 

Neurosoma = the cell body of a neuron. It houses the nucleus and other organelles, and is the center of 

genetic control and protein synthesis.  Neurosomas are usually round, oval, or star-shaped. Extending 

from the neurosoma are dendrites. 

Dendrites = multiple short branches, like octopus tentacles. They receive signals from other cells and 

send them to the neurosoma. 

Axon = a single, long nerve fiber that sends outgoing messages to other cells. These things are so badass 

that there are some that are over a meter long and stretch from our brainstem to our foot. 

Where do we find nervous tissue? In the brain, spinal cord, nerves, and ganglia. Ganglia are little knots 

in nerves. 

Muscle Tissue 

Muscle tissue = specialized tissue that contracts when stimulated, and exerts force on other tissues, 

organs, or fluids. What does that mean??   

Exerts force on other tissues = a skeletal muscle pulls on a bone 

Exerts force on organs = the heart contracts and expels blood 
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Exerts force on fluids = the bladder contracts and expels urine 

There are 3 kinds of muscle tissues: skeletal, cardiac, and smooth. 

Skeletal = attaches to the skeleton; is striated (has stripes); is voluntary (under our conscious control). 

Cardiac = heart muscle; striated; involuntary. Cardiac cells are called myocytes or cardiocytes, instead of 

fibers.  

Smooth = visceral (inside organs, like stomach & intestines); non-striated; involuntary. 

Epithelial Membranes 

Mucous = lines body cavities that open to the outside. Think mouth, nose. 

Serous = lines body cavities that do not open to the outside. Think abdominal cavity, thorax. 

Cutaneous = covers, think skin. 

Glands 

Glands = a cell or organ that secretes substances either for somewhere else in the body or for 

elimination as waste.  Products of glands are either secretions or excretions. 

Secretion = a product that is useful to the body, like an enzyme or hormone 

Excretion = a waste product, like urine 

Glands are classified as either endocrine or exocrine. 

Endocrine = substances are released directly into the blood – no ducts are used. Think adrenal, thyroid. 

Exocrine = substance are released through ducts, like sweat. 

Unicellular = one cell 

Glandular secretions come in different categories, too. 

Merocrine = the secretion is watery. Example is sweat, so merocrine glands are found in the palms, 

back, forehead, etc. 

Apocrine = the secretion is thicker than water. These include mammary glands and axillary sweat glands. 

The axillary sweat glands are the ones in our armpits. Ear wax is also included as an apocrine secretion. 

Apocrine sweat has a particular odor, related to reproduction. 

HOW DO FEMALES SYNC THEIR CYCLES? 

They are synchronized by smell!!  Why? The alpha female, whoever she may be, is the perceived leader 

and other females will sync with her.  Having the same cycle means they are competitive over 

reproduction. 
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Tissue Growth 

Hyperplasia = tissues grow by increasing the number of cells. 

Hypertrophy = tissues grow by keeping the same number of cells, but the cells grow in size. 

Atrophy = the opposite of tissue growth. The tissue shrinks, either by a decrease in the number of cells 

or by a decrease in the size of cells. 

Tissue Development 

Neoplasia = a new tumor 

Differentiation = tissue becoming a mature form, like mesenchyme becoming muscle. 

Metaplasia = a change from one type of mature tissue to another. For example, vaginal tissue 

prepubescence is composed of simple cuboidal epithelium. Post-puberty it becomes stratified squamous 

epithelium because it’s tougher and better able to handle sex and childbirth. 

Tissue Repair 

Regeneration = replacing dead/damaged cells with the same types of new cells. Think about when we 

get a cut or a burn and it heals without leaving a scar. 

Fibrosis = replacing damaged tissue with scar tissue. 

Tissue Degeneration & Death 

Necrosis = tissue death, abnormal cell death. This is pre-mature death and can be caused by trauma, 

toxins, infection, etc. 

Infarction = sudden death of tissue when it doesn’t get enough oxygen. In the heart this is called a 

myocardial infarction, or a heart attack. 

Gangrene = necrosis caused by lack of blood supply, and it usually accompanies infection. Lots of 

diabetics get gangrene in their feet. 

Decubitus ulcer = a bed sore. It’s a form of gangrene that happens when immobilized people have too 

much pressure on one spot, and blood supply is cut off. Ouch! 

Apoptosis = this is programmed cell death, aka: aging. It is basically the normal death of cells that have 

completed their functions and can’t really be of any more benefit to the body. 

 

END OF CHAPTER 5 

 

 

  

 


